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With the aid of creative floor images, playgrounds and recreational floorings can be transformed into appealing themed worlds. Whether animals, floor games, geometric shapes, numbers and letters or even personalised logos: Installers knowing how to professionally integrate these images frequently secure an important
lead in tenders and sales dialogues.
With the Stylemaker ® coming in 2018, even complex floor
designs can be realized in an easy, fast and efficient way.
The product app will be launched on the market just in
time for the new season. With the aid of the product app,
a planned floor installation can be planned in a very easy
and professional way.
First of all, the floor space to be designed is defined by entering the dimensions of the planned project in the app.
After that, stored images from various themed floor
worlds can be selected and virtually positioned on the
floor space. The individual images can be randomly combined with each other; they can be moved, flipped, and
zoomed in on. In the detailed view, they can even be
coloured with a choice of 24 colours.
Complete ready-to-install package
After that, all of the image designs can then be ordered as
a complete installation set, including all of the necessary
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components and accessories, directly via the app. Melos
will supply each customised order as a complete ready-toinstall package. Detailed blueprints guarantee uncomplicated installation whilst the practical realisation of the
design should progress smoothly.
The Stylemaker ® is scheduled to be available for downloading in time for the start of the 2018 season.
Servicing customers for 80 years
Melos GmbH is a leading manufacturer of plastics for
sport and leisure floorings. The German company uses its
know-how to develop customised solutions for a wide variety of plastics applications including the cable industry
and other sectors. Based in Melle near Osnabrück, Melos
employs more than 200 employees. As part of an international group, it has been supporting customers around the
world with development expertise, products and services
for more than 80 years.
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